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Abstract. We present spectral domain polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography (SD PS-OCT) imaging of peripheral nerves. Structural and polarization-sensitive OCT imaging of uninjured rat sciatic nerves was evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively. OCT and its functional extension, PS-OCT, were used to image sciatic nerve structure with clear delineation of the nerve boundaries to muscle and adipose tissues. A long-known optical effect, bands of Fontana, was also observed. Postprocessing analysis of these images provided significant quantitative information, such as epineurium thickness, estimates of extinction coefficient and birefringence of nerve and muscle tissue, frequency of bands of Fontana at different stretch levels of nerve, and change in average birefringence of nerve under stretched condition. We demonstrate that PS-OCT combined with regular-intensity OCT (compared with OCT alone) allows for a clearer determination of the inner and outer boundaries of the epineurium and distinction of nerve and muscle based on their birefringence pattern. PS-OCT measurements on normal nerves show that the technique is promising for studies on peripheral nerve injury.

1 Introduction

According to the American Paralysis Association, the total annual cost of nerve repair exceeded $7 billion in the US in 2001.1 The National Center for Health Statistics found that more than 55,000 peripheral nerve injury repair procedures were performed in 1995.1 The primary causes of peripheral nerve injury are trauma, acute compression of the nerve, and various neurological diseases.2–4 The necessity for surgical intervention often depends on the severity of injury. In many cases, an injured nerve heals gradually in a short time and further surgical exploration is not required. Currently available methods to determine the condition of affected nerves include nerve conduction testing and imaging techniques such as MRI, ultrasound, and CT.5–9 Although current imaging methods have shown potential in providing images of the injured nerve as a whole, they lack the required submicron resolution to visualize damage or alteration to microstructures inside the nerve; moreover, they lack sufficient flexibility to quantitatively assess nerve health at different stages of the repair or treatment process.10,11

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a rapidly emerging imaging technology with applications in a range of fields including biology and medicine.12 OCT is capable of generating submicrometer-resolution cross-sectional images of biological tissues that can be readily assembled into 3-D volumetric reconstructions of the tissue sample. The ability to virtually slice down the sample to look at any desired cross-section without any physical incision is a significant reason for OCT to be thought of as an “optical biopsy.”13 In polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT), the phase retardation between orthogonal polarization states of backscattered light is used as a source of image contrast, and it is useful for differentiating tissue types such as muscle, fat, and nerves.15–25 Nerve tissue is highly scattering in the near-infrared range of light, which results in a penetration depth of 1 to 2 mm below the tissue surface; however, this depth is sufficient in most occasions to get an image of the major portion of nerve and for quantitative characterization of desired structural features. A few earlier studies have demonstrated the use of OCT as an imaging modality for image-guided surgery26–28 and, more recently, for monitoring postinjury regeneration in the sciatic nerve following different types of trauma.29 Although these imaging studies provided valuable qualitative information on the nerve sample, there is a need for quantitative characterization of different structural features.

In this article, we present quantitative imaging results of rat sciatic nerves using intensity-based regular OCT and polarization-sensitive OCT. Our goal was to quantitatively characterize the structural and relevant optical features of rat sciatic nerves to establish a control baseline for later studies with injured nerves. After a nerve injury, spontaneous nerve regeneration and repair largely depend on the preservation of internal microstructure.30 This becomes particularly important in the distinction between...
Sunderland’s 3rd- and 4th-grade injuries, where there is intact epineurium but internal structures are disrupted. Therefore, quantitative characterization of the axonal region inside epineurium and proper visualization of epineurium boundaries are critical for assessment of the injury site.

The structural features and optical properties of rat sciatic nerve characterized in this study are (a) trace of nerve bifurcation, (b) epineurium thickness, (c) extinction coefficient and birefringence of both nerve and muscle tissue, (d) bands of Fontana, (e) an optical effect seen due to the undulating nature of nerve fascicles, and finally (e) the effect on the birefringence of a nerve of stretching by longitudinal tensile stress. These results serve as a foundation for future studies on assessments of peripheral nerve injury as well as the nerve recovery process using OCT and its functional extensions.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample Preparation: In Vivo and Ex Vivo

The sciatic nerve of Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) was used as the animal model. Sprague-Dawley rats are widely used in peripheral nerve injury and recovery studies. This model allows for manipulation of a nerve of similar caliber and size to the peripheral nerve injury model. Sprague-Dawley rats are widely used in peripheral nerve injury and recovery studies. For birefringence and extinction coefficient measurement, data from all 18 rats were used. The Massachusetts General Hospital Institutional Subcommittee on Research Animal Care (SRAC) approved all procedures described. Anesthesia was an intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital sodium (50 mg/kg, Abbott Laboratories Chicago, IL.). This was followed by surgical exposure of the right sciatic nerve via a dorsolateral muscle splitting incision. After in vivo imaging session was completed, the sciatic nerve from the rat for ex vivo study was excised and extracted for imaging. A series of volumetric data sets were acquired as a 2-cm length of nerve was stretched stepwise over approximately 4 mm.

2.2 Imaging: Data Acquisition and Analysis

A detailed description of our OCT system (Fig. 1) can be found in a previous report. Briefly, nerves were imaged using a spectral-domain OCT system with a center wavelength of 1320 nm and a FWHM of 68 nm. Light sent into the interferometer was first sent through an electro-optic polarization modulator to allow switching between orthogonal polarization states. A 90/10 splitter split the light into sample and reference arms of the interferometer. Returning light from both arms passed back through the system and was sent to a polarization-sensitive spectrometer. The light was dispersed by a diffraction grating (1100 lines per mm) and split by a polarization beam splitter onto two 512-element InGaAs line scan cameras with a maximum line speed of 18.5 kHz. The axial resolution was 11 microns up to a depth of 1.0 mm, in good agreement with calculation based on the light source specification, and increased to 14 microns at a depth of 1.8 mm. The focused spot size of the scanning beam was 22.4 μm in diameter. The imaging depth was found to be 2.0 mm in air with a sensitivity dropoff of 8 dB over that range. A multithreaded software written in Microsoft Visual C++ running on a dual-processor computer managed data acquisition and updated displays for spectrum, intensity, polarization, and flow, as well as saved data to the hard disk for postprocessing of images.

Raster scanning of the sample arm was performed with the fast axis perpendicular to the long axis of all nerves, with each scan resulting in a cross-sectional image of the nerve. Each intensity cross-sectional image comprised 2048 depth profiles that spanned a physical width of 5 mm. Polarization cross-sectional image of the same cross-section was simultaneously generated. Within the 5-mm length of the nerve sample, 200 frames were acquired, and these frames altogether constitute a 5- by 2- by 5-mm volume. Scanning and acquisition of this nerve volume required 22 s for 200 frames of 2048 depth profiles at a rate of 18,500 Hz. Each image was processed individually using Matlab® 2009b in a graphics-processing unit (GPU)-enabled multicore processor computer. Image processing techniques similar to an earlier study were followed for both intensity and polarization information. Volumetric reconstructions from these cross-sectional images, both intensity and polarization, were compiled using a visualization software package (Amira, Visage Imaging Inc.).

3 Results

3.1 Structural Imaging and Volume Rendering

Intensity-based OCT image of an ex vivo nerve cross-section and volumetric reconstruction from such intensity images are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b). In intensity images, black and white color represent high and low back-reflected light intensity, respectively. Figure 2(c) and 2(d) shows corresponding polarization-sensitive OCT images of the same sample. A Stokes vector approach was used in calculating phase retardation for these images; the details of this method are explained in our previous studies. In phase-retardation images, black color represents zero phase retardation and white color represents 180-deg phase retardation.

Quantitative analysis of these OCT images was performed to extract structural features using different image-processing techniques. The results of analysis are organized in the following manner: (1) visualization of a nerve bifurcation in generated OCT images, (2) visualizing epineurium with its inner and outer boundaries, measuring the epineurium thickness and the variability in thickness as a function of nerve stretch, (3) in vivo characterization of nerve and muscle optical properties—extinction coefficient and birefringence—as a means to distinguish these tissues from each other, (4) 3-D visualization of
bands of Fontana and measurement of frequency of bands to quantify the effect of nerve stretching, and (5) measurement
of average birefringence in a nerve ex vivo as a function of stretch to demonstrate that stretching a nerve does not lead to
a significant change of birefringence.

3.2 Visualization of Trace of Nerve Bifurcation

A slight bifurcation was observed in the ex vivo nerve sample. During the OCT imaging session, the trace of this bifurcation
could be seen in both intensity and phase-retardation images. Figure 3 shows the intensity and phase-retardation images of
a cross-section at the bifurcating end of the nerve. A notch (gradually increasing along the long axis of the nerve) starts
to appear at the location of bifurcation in both images, indicating that the nerve is bifurcating into two smaller nerves, which are
starting to form their own epineurium (notch shown by arrow). This ability to visualize nerve bifurcations can be used to properly localize OCT images along a length of a nerve.

3.3 Quantitative Measurement of the Epineurium of Sciatic Nerve

The epineurium is a layer of connective tissues that surrounds peripheral nerves. One of the objectives of this study was to
measure the thickness of this outer layer and define its boundary so that the relative position of axons and mesoneurium with respect to epineurium can be easily visualized. The middle 50% of the nerve was used for quantitative analysis in both intensity and phase-retardation images to minimize artifact from associated connective tissues on both sides of the nerve. The curvature of analyzed nerve surfaces was flattened such that pixels in each depth profile represented the same physical depth below the surface of the nerve. These adjusted depth profiles were averaged to get an average depth-resolved intensity profile for each sample. Given the anatomy of a peripheral nerve, with an outer epineurium surrounding bundled axons, it can be expected that the axonal region has uniform decay with depth, especially when depth profiles over a lateral width larger than perineural bundles are averaged together. Intensity OCT data is typically displayed on a logarithmic scale, so the expected exponential decay of backscattered light intensity within this region will appear as a linear decrease in the averaged depth profiles shown. We fitted the uniformly scattering region of the curve in Fig. 4(b) with a linear fit and extrapolated that linear fit for the entire plot. The absolute value of residuals (or offsets) between the linear fit and actual curve are calculated and plotted separately in Fig. 4(c): a threshold line is drawn (dotted line) based on the residuals obtained only from the linear-fit region of the curve (threshold value = mean + 2 standard deviation of residuals from linear portion). From the plot in Fig. 4(c), the amount of residual initially exceeds the threshold and begins to be smaller than the threshold after a certain tissue depth. We considered the first intersection of residuals curve and threshold line as the outer line at which the uniformly scattering interior of the nerve meets the outer sheath. This outer line is used as the marker of epineurium posterior boundary, and the top surface of nerve (marked by an arrow) is considered as the anterior boundary. Following this assumption, the thickness was calculated for all intensity data sets for that ex vivo sample.

To measure the epineurium thickness from phase-retardation images, a slightly different technique was used. An average depth-resolved phase-retardation profile from the middle 50%
of a nerve in a phase-retardation image [Fig. 4(d)] is plotted in Fig. 4(e). With a similar assumption that the interior portions of the nerve will have uniform optical properties different from those of the outer sheath when averaged over this width, we can determine the epineurium thickness through differences in birefringence, or the slope of the depth-resolved phase retardation. We can therefore do a linear fit of the phase retardation within the axonal region [Fig. 4(e)]. Near a depth of 0.22 mm, a phase-wrapping artifact can be observed. Up to this point of our analysis, all phase-retardation calculation was done using Stokes method; the range of measurable phase was

\[
\frac{\pi}{2}; \pi
\]

To verify the homogeneity of the overall axonal region, we also used Jones matrix analysis, which can measure phase in range \([0, 2\pi]\), of the same data. After unwrapping the phase, we found that a similar slope was maintained up to a depth of 0.3 mm [inset in Fig. 4(e)], and beyond that depth, the intensity became too low to reliably measure the phase retardation. (We found that minimum SNR required for reliable phase information is 25 dB in this study; hence, both intensity and phase-retardation curves are shown in broken lines where SNR becomes less than 25 dB.) A linear fit was used to get the slope of the rising portion in the phase-retardation curve, and the slope was extrapolated for the entire plot. The residuals between the linear-fit and actual phase-retardation curve are plotted in Fig. 4(f). The posterior boundary of epineurium was determined as the depth at which the difference between linear fit and actual phase curve began to be smaller than the threshold value (mean +2 standard deviations of residuals from linear portion). As before, the top surface of nerve was considered as the anterior boundary. Following this assumption, the thickness was calculated for all data sets.

Epineurium thickness values obtained using these two methods are summarized in a column graph in Fig. 5. Average
Epineurium thickness from intensity images was found to be $0.133 \pm 0.014$ mm (mean ± standard deviation). In comparison, the average epineurium thickness from phase-retardation images was found to be $0.129 \pm 0.009$ mm. The analysis was repeated for stretched (nerve under longitudinal tensile stress, stretched gradually up to 20% of its original length) and unstretched nerves, and no significant difference in epineurium thickness was observed (Fig. 5). The measured values agree well with previously reported measures of rat sciatic-nerve epineurium thickness.39,40

### 3.4 Differentiating Nerve Tissue from Muscle Tissue In Vivo

For in vivo applications, even before detailed investigation of the nerve, it is important to differentiate nerve from other associated tissues, such as muscle, fat, etc. In this in vivo part of the study, the sciatic nerve and associated tissues of 18 rats were imaged using OCT. The scanned regions contain nerve, muscle, fat, and some connective tissues as well. These images were later processed to characterize different tissue types by determining their extinction coefficient and birefringence from the intensity and phase-retardation images, respectively. It is easier to distinguish nerve from muscle tissue in phase-retardation images owing to the unique birefringence pattern each tissue exhibits. The muscle birefringence pattern has distinct black and white banding with depth into the tissue. The nerve birefringence pattern has a black band (representing the epineurium) that follows the contour of the tissue surface, followed by a distinct white band (representing axonal region) just under the epineurium. Although visual inspection of phase-retardation images provides sufficient contrast between nerve and muscle, quantitative analysis of these tissues is still very important, especially for cases where small sample thickness makes it difficult to see the overall birefringence pattern.
Exemplary in vivo OCT data of nerve and muscle are shown in Fig. 6. From the intensity images, the extinction coefficient was calculated by exponentially fitting the intensity dropoff averaged over 200 A-lines in regions corresponding to nerve and muscle tissue. Specifically for the nerve, this analysis was focused in the region of the nerve within the epineurium to obtain a representative measurement of extinction coefficient of the axons and nerve interior. The birefringence of each tissue type was determined by fitting a slope of the rising portion in their average phase-retardation curve [Fig. 6(d) and 6(f)] and multiplying this calculated slope by the central wavelength of system light source (1310 nm and 1/2π) to determine its birefringence. For both nerve and muscle tissue areas, the average depth profile was an average of 100 A-lines from each tissue area, shown by dotted boxes in the phase-retardation image [Fig. 6(b)]. The difference in the number of averaged A-lines between intensity and phase-retardation analysis is because phase-retardation images contain half as many A-lines as intensity images. This ensures that in both analyses, we average over the same physical regions in the tissue. A summary of the quantitative analysis for all image samples obtained from 18 rat models is shown in Fig. 7.

Multiple measurements made for each rat at 22 different cross-sections along the length of the sample give a total of 396 measurements of extinction coefficient and birefringence for nerve and muscle tissues in 18 rats, and these values are summarized in Fig. 7 (percentile). Figure 7(a) shows the distribution of extinction coefficients across the sample, which demonstrates that nerve tissue exhibits a higher extinction coefficient than does muscle tissue. This agrees well with previous studies demonstrating that nerve tissue has a higher extinction coefficient than muscle tissue.\(^{31}\) In Fig. 7(b), the distribution of birefringence across the samples shows higher birefringence values in nerve than in muscle. It is worth mentioning that the distributions of extinction coefficients are distinct for nerve (9.08 ± 1.14 mm\(^{-1}\)) and muscle (4.75 ± 1.27 mm\(^{-1}\)), and no significant overlap exists in their distribution. However, the distributions of birefringence in nerve (0.00306 ± 0.0007) and muscle (0.00268 ± 0.0007) samples are less distinct and have overlapping regions. A two-tailed Student \(t\)-test was performed to quantitatively compare the distributions of extinction coefficient and birefringence between nerve and muscle.

Results of the analysis show that the difference in extinction coefficient is statistically significant (\(t = 14.14, p < 0.001\)), whereas the difference in birefringence was less pronounced (\(t = 1.45, P = 0.15\)).

3.5 Quantitative Measurement of the Frequency of Bands of Fontana

3.5.1 Visualization of bands in volumetric OCT images

One well-known optical feature of nerve bundles is their bands of Fontana.\(^{32-34}\) Owing to the undulating nature of nerve fibers inside the bundle, dark and light stripes become visible on the surface of the fascicle when light is reflected back from the nerve. Their visibility depends both on the degree of nerve stretching and on the angle of illumination.\(^{32-34}\) Although an oblique angle is more suitable to see the bands, the normally incident optical beam used in OCT still provides sufficient visualization of the bands, which are visible in both intensity and phase-retardation volumetric image reconstructions. Bands at different depths are more visible (shown with arrows) when moved up and down inside the nerve sample, in comparison to a still image as shown in Fig. 8, and animations are compiled in videos and attached to corresponding images in Fig. 8.

3.5.2 Quantitative evaluation of bands of Fontana

To quantitatively analyze these bands, we plotted the intensity values along the long axis of the nerve from ex vivo intensity images. A depth in the sample where bands are more visible (in this case ∼300 \(\mu m\)) was selected for analysis. Intensity at that depth in multiple depth profiles in each cross-section were averaged to obtain an intensity value at that depth point; this was repeated for all cross-sections to obtain values for the entire length of the sample. These intensity values along the long axis are plotted in Fig. 9(b) and 9(d) for unstretched and stretched nerve, respectively. From Fig. 9(a) and 9(b), it is evident that the intensity plot corresponds well with the observation of bands in OCT image. Previous studies reported that when a nerve is stretched using longitudinal tensile stress, the nerve fibers start losing their undulation and the appearance of the bands begins to fade.\(^{33,34}\) Similar phenomena were also observed in this study. Representative image and plot

Fig. 7 Results from data analysis for extinction coefficient and birefringence measurements. (a) Extinction coefficients in nerve and muscle tissue samples follow a Gaussian distribution. The difference in distributions in nerve and muscle samples is statistically significant (\(P < 0.001\)). (b) Distribution of birefringence in nerve and muscle tissue samples. Both distributions are nearly Gaussian, with long tails and slightly different means, but the difference in these distributions is less pronounced (\(P = 0.15\)).
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for stretched nerve in Fig. 9(c) and 9(d), respectively, shows that because of stretching, the same nerve sample exhibits a smaller number of bands, and horizontal slicing through the reconstructed nerve volume image (not shown here) also confirmed that bands disappear at different depths while the tensile stress is applied to the nerve. By counting the number of bands in a given section of the nerve, it is easy to quantify the frequency of the bands for both unstretched and stretched conditions. As expected, there is a higher frequency of bands for the unstretched nerve (2.5 bands/mm) compared to the stretched nerve (1 band/mm). The average distance between adjacent bands in the unstretched nerve is between 300 and 400 μm, and these values are well within previously reported ranges.35

3.6 Quantitative Measurement of Birefringence in Stretched Condition

The last step of this study was to investigate whether nerve stretching, using longitudinal tensile stress, results in any change in nerve birefringence. The length of the nerve sample was 2 cm; using tensile stress, it was stretched by approximately 4 mm. During the stretching of the nerve in five different steps, birefringence was measured from OCT images at multiple cross-sections along the nerve length; for each stretched condition, these measurements were averaged to obtain a representative measurement for that nerve. This was repeated for all data sets to compare the average birefringence of nerves with gradual
increase in stretching. The results, as shown in Fig. 10, demonstrate that the average birefringence throughout the volume of the nerve does not change appreciably with stretch.

### 4 Discussion

The long-term goal of this study is to establish optical coherence tomography as a useful tool for studying nerve injury mostly caused by different kinds of trauma, and also for monitoring the recovery process. As explained earlier, to quantitatively assess nerve injury and subsequent recovery states, it is critical to understand how to interpret OCT images of uninjured peripheral nerves and characterize their features.

The results of this study have shown that OCT and its extension (PS-OCT) are capable of rapidly generating cross-sectional slices as well as volumes of rat sciatic nerve samples. These multimodal imaging and data analysis procedures allow us to extract significant information about the nerve microstructure. First, quantitative information about nerve size, diameter, and epineurium boundary can be extracted from OCT data and be used during assessment of an injured nerve, which can be structurally altered after a trauma or acute compression. Two different optical properties—extinction coefficient and birefringence—were also measured from nerve and muscle tissues from 18 different rats in vivo. The results showed that OCT and PS-OCT can distinguish these two tissue types both qualitatively (from the images) and quantitatively (from their optical properties). Additionally, we observed the presence of bands of Fontana due to the inherent undulation property of axons inside the nerve bundle, and a decrease in the frequency of the bands was observed when applying longitudinal stress to the nerve. These experimental results are in good agreement with earlier studies on nerve bands and demonstrate that by studying the bands of Fontana via OCT, we can assess whether a nerve is experiencing tension.

Finally, we analyzed whether there is a change in the birefringence of a nerve as it undergoes longitudinal stress. This is critical to our long-term goal of assessing nerve injury, because birefringence is one of the major features that can change in injured nerves. It is important to assess the effects of other structural changes on nerve birefringence if we want to attribute changes in birefringence to the presence of an injury. The results presented here demonstrate that the average birefringence remains constant as longitudinal stress is increased; in other words, longitudinal stress does not appreciably affect the average birefringence of a nerve. We currently hypothesize that the lack of change in birefringence of the nerve with increasing longitudinal stress is because axons inside the nerve bundle are straightened when tension is applied, which changes the undulation of axons but does not significantly change the overall amount and organization of axonal myelin and other birefringent materials in the mesoneurium. Because axons are always parallel to each other inside the bundle, stress does not generate a greater order/directionality of the nerve bundles that could result in a larger birefringence value. We currently think that since axons are more or less uniform in their direction, any change in birefringence can be attributed to changes in density or intrinsic birefringence of individual axons.

### 5 Conclusion

Optical coherence tomography was used in this study to investigate its capability for providing quantitative measurements of structural features of peripheral nerves. OCT has revealed significant quantitative and qualitative information about nerve anatomy and its intrinsic optical properties. Most of the results obtained in this study, both structural and optical properties, are in good agreement with previously published reports. We believe that this study on healthy noninjured nerve will allow us to further extend this method to capture significant information about injured peripheral nerves and establish OCT as a means for assessing nerve injury, making decisions about treatment, and monitoring the recovery process over time in a minimally invasive manner.
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